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About This Content

Experience the End Times in style! This DLC contains a bold new look for the Dwarf Ranger Bardin Goreksson. The new skin
is applied when downloaded (to revert, simply uninstall).

Studded Leather

To survive on the harsh mountain slopes without the security of a nearby hold to fall back to, Rangers have learned to be
stealthy and to fight in a manner unique for Dwarfs. They are ambush-hunters, experts at approaching the enemy from

unexpected angles. Where possible, they will trigger avalanches, misdirect wayward foes over cliffs, or lead them into the teeth
of an oncoming ice storm. Rangers are walking arsenals and carry a slew of different weapons - crossbows to skewer foes at

long range, an axe for close combat and, for truly imposing foes, great axes. They have learned to keep bedrolls, pots, pans, and
climbing gear secreted in camps hidden along their mountainous routes, yet still, they must carry all their provisions on their

backs as well.
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Title: Warhammer Vermintide - Bardin 'Studded Leather' Skin
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Fatshark
Franchise:
Warhammer
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8/8.1 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit*

Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q9500 @ 2.83GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 940

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5770 /w 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Additional Notes: *WARNING: 32-bit OS is NOT officially supported at this time

English,French,German,Russian,Italian,Polish
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Great game. Hope with future updates new elements are added. nice game !!!. The primary grievance I have with this game is
during some of the trials others are always given unfair advantages even if you did everything right. And sometimes (maybe due
to scripting errors), you don't receive the rewards you are promised at all! Also the male romance options are less than female
ones and they are not attractive both in personalities and appearances, that is so unacceptable considering the LGBT and gender
equility policies Choice of Games and Hosted Games always seem to advocate in their game descriptions.. Terrible UI.
Tiny map.
Promises of constant updates that should actually just say "I am an obvious asset flip".
Booooooo.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/UZDMIp994xY. I want to like this game! But there are a few things that make it unplayable for me.

The BAD; The worst thing for me is that when you save and exit the game the map is erased. You have your stuff and damage
as well but the islands on the map you were on are gone! This a deal breaker for me. When I have to stop playing and do
something and come back to pick up where I left off.....You can't. That is stupid and not a feature. I don't care what the devs
think.

The GOOD: Graphics are simple but the sea looks good. Most machines should be able to play this. I rather like it. The game
play is very simple and there is a lot of room to add later to spice things up.

I do like the game but the inability to save the game SUX and should be told up front!. Not worth the price nor the time,
gameplay is just boring (atleast 95%% luck) and super repetitive.

. Beat it in an hour, its not a bad little game. But, it is pretty short, Doesnt seem to have much purpose due to no proper motive
or reasoning in the nearly non-existent story line, basically just jump along collecting very little amounts of coins for points.
Spelling error in the games final game over message.
If you just want a quick game as a short time filler then it should be fine. For those who have not played the game it is quite
simple and not for those who prefer long games that take more than an hour, which this game took for me at least, to beat. If
you prefer games that are short or of any length then go ahead and get it, won't cost you that much loss since it's free and you
can uninstall if you don't like it. The little mini-games are fun to do and our main character's (His name is Warren by the way,
say hi) reactions to them after going through. And as a somewhat spoiler the hardest part in my opinion is the upload, you will
see why if and when you make it there. Back to the point, yes i do recommend this game and for those who want to get started
good luck and hope you don't mind windowed games
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I was a bit skeptical when I purchased this indie, but it turned out to somehow bring back some old childhood memories. Sure, it
doesn't have mindblowing graphics and yes, I know it's 2D, but if you give it a chance, the storyline will take you through an
good old school adventure.. The good:
The visuals are nice.
it lets you listen to your music in game.

The bad:
"Fast moving gameplay" like in how fast you can kill an enemy? or how fast it takes to go from point a to point b cause if its the
later, its not that fast.
The "story" is a clueless mess.
the gameplay is very barren and so far boring.
No bosses.
The music doesnt really aid you in anything.

The Ugly:
its Early Access so its probably better to wait for it to get more content cause its dull.

Verdict: Demo the game or wait for updates to buy.. There are many better solitaire games out there. The game is poorly
balanced and requires more luck than actual skill, and failing an objective forces you to replay a lot of games in a row.
Completing the game is more forcing oneself than actual pleasure. The game has some minor bugs, but nothing that would break
the game.. I can't even run the game...apprently there are some serious bugs that need to be fixed.. It's nice I've drawn my
mother 84 times now.

Good!. + Very cute.
+ Very relaxing.
+ The evolution system is realistic.
+ You can feel the power growing.

- Kind of dislike the fact that we must kill our own beetles.
- Don't be too boldy. It is a relaxing game. Not a "Conquer as quick as possible" game.
- You end up with a mess on the floor.
- Decorations are useless and lack of potential.
- Kind of annoying how the inventories work. Lack of organization. Annoying to navigate.

Conclusion :
I am really not sure if this game is supposed to be beautiful or efficient...
There are few features to make things prettier (Beetles' skin \/ Decoration \/ Custom name \/ Funny objects \/ Sweet
environments), but it's all meaningless. Customing beetles is meaningless since you kill them almost automatically. Plus, they are
not remembered (no historical time line). You feel so proud when you breed a very strong beetle, but 10 minutes later, you must
kill it because it's less efficient. I don't know, it feels wrong to me.
For the decorations, either they last few minutes, or it last forever but it is pointless. It's like a Sims game, but all your furnitures
disappear eventually because they are rotten.

Real conclusion :
It's a fun game, but I got bored after few hours.
I still recommend it because of "EVOLUTION" and "CUTENESS"!
However, you need patience to appreciate the beauty of the game (in general) !
Don't attach yourself to anything in the game, or else you might be disappointed.
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